The use of a layering technique for enhancing stability of lyophilized reagents.
An enzyme-mediated assay has been developed for the measurement of salicylate using salicylate monooxygenase purified from Pseudomonas cepacia ATCC 29351. Two assay formulations were produced, based on either a multiple-reagent or a single-reagent formulation, to allow sufficient flexibility for automated use. The multiple-reagent formulation was especially suited to diagnostic laboratories performing infrequent manual salicylate estimation where stability of the reconstituted reagent is of paramount importance. This was achieved by preparing the enzyme and color reagents in separate vials, so keeping the enzyme at a stable pH. For more frequent assay use where a reconstituted reagent shelf life was less important, the single-reagent system offers advantages of convenience. However, the working reagent required a pH of 10.0 upon reconstitution. Although the enzyme was sufficiently active at this pH to give a reliable assay, its storage stability was poor at pH 10.0, preventing lyophilization of the reagent at a pH suitable for immediate use on reconstitution. This incompatibility was overcome by use of a layering technique. The enzyme was separated from the buffering solution in the same vial by freezing the buffering solution and then overlayering with the enzyme reagent prior to a second freezing cycle and subsequent freeze drying.